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Abstract
Health-related data is noisy and stochastic in implying the true physiological states of
patients, limiting information contained in single-moment observations for sequential clinical
decision making. We model patient-clinician interactions as partially observable Markov
decision processes (POMDPs) and optimize sequential treatment based on belief states
inferred from history sequence. To facilitate inference, we build a variational generative
model and boost state representation with a recurrent neural network (RNN), incorporating
an auxiliary loss from sequence auto-encoding. Meanwhile, we optimize a continuous policy
of drug levels with an actor-critic method where policy gradients are obtained from a
stablized off-policy estimate of advantage function, with the value of belief state backed
up by parallel best-first suffix trees. We exploit our methodology in optimizing dosages of
vasopressor and intravenous fluid for sepsis patients using a retrospective intensive care
dataset and evaluate the learned policy with off-policy policy evaluation (OPPE). The
results demonstrate that modelling as POMDPs yields better performance than MDPs, and
that incorporating heuristic search improves sample efficiency.
1. Introduction
Many recent examples Gulshan et al. (2016); Esteva et al. (2017); Litjens et al. (2017)
have demonstrated above-human performance of machine learning in classification-based
diagnostics. However, the investigation in sequential treatment has not been as mature due
in large part to the lack of available patient-clinician interaction trajectories. Automatic
treatment optimization based on reinforcement learning (RL) has been explored in simulated
patients Ernst et al. (2006); Bothe et al. (2013); Lowery and Faisal (2013). Public-available
electronic healthcare records allow medical sequential decisions to be learned from real-world
experiences Shortreed et al. (2011); Asoh et al. (2013); Lizotte and Laber (2016); Prasad
et al. (2017), even achieving human-comparable performance Komorowski et al. (2018).
Patient-clinician interactions in these works are all modelled as Markov decision processes
(MDPs). Nevertheless, what we actually can observe are patient variables, without access to
the relations between them and genuine physiological states, not to mention the noisiness
and inherent limitations of the apparatus undertaking the measurements, the omission of
relevant factors, the incongruity of the frequencies and of the time-lags among the considered
measurements, etc. In contrast, POMDP Sondik (1978) agent circumvents assumptions on
any of the aforementioned phenomena by optimizing actions based on information inferred
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over history observations, actions and feedback rewards. In addition, under POMDP there’s
no necessity to interpolate for missing data, which could just be viewed as part of the
intrinsic environmental obscurity, saving incidental inaccuracies incurred by data imputation.
Moreover, as we may not want to involve too much manual effort in designing rewards
signals, real-world problems are more often sparse-reward tasks, introducing learning lags
that harm generalization efficiency.
Algorithms in POMDPs suffer notoriously from computational complexity because the
history space grows exponentially in planning horizon. Alternatively, a more memory-
efficient approach Cassandra et al. (1994) is to base action selection on a probability
distribution in the latent state space given history trajectory, or the belief state bt =
P (s|{a0, o1, . . . , at−1, ot}, b0) , where s, a, o, b0 denote the latent environment state, action,
observation and an initial belief, respectively. The belief state is a sufficient statistic
for history, and can be inferred incrementally. Hauskrecht and Fraser (2000); Tsoukalas
et al. (2015); Nemati et al. (2016) build POMDP frameworks in medical context but
nevertheless assume discrete observation and/or action spaces and impute trivial structures
on environment dynamics.
Neural networks are used in RL to either learn nontrivial dynamics or bypass environment
modelling by approximating the action-value function Q in Q-learning, or the state-value
function V and a parametric policy in actor-critic Mnih et al. (2015); Barth-Maron et al.
(2018); Horgan et al. (2018). In addition to these function approximators, RNNs have been
used in POMDPs to encode history Hausknecht and Stone (2015); Zhu et al. (2017) or belief
transition Igl et al. (2018), as in POMDPs policies need to account for historical information.
However, most deep RL approaches thrive on the idealistic context of large amounts of cheap
training data, unlike many real-world settings such as medical ones.
We aim to develop data-efficient POMDP agents for medical applications, and stable
in the potential confrontation of significantly off-policy learning from clinicians’ decisions.
Specifically, each encountered belief state is evaluated through parallel suffix trees. We
propose a look-ahead policy pˆi to guide tree expansions that integrates the environment
information embodied by a generative model into the RL agent. The belief values in the
tree are subsequently back-propagated in a bottom-up fashion by Bellman update, with the
values of the leaf nodes provided by current value function approximation. The value of a
belief state estimated from the above simulations is closer to the true optimal value than
from the value function approximation, and thus is used as the approximation target for
the latter. The target policy pi is then updated through actor-critic, with policy gradient
calculated from an advantage estimate. And we draw on recent literature Munos et al. (2016);
Wang et al. (2016); Schulman et al. (2016) in gradient computation to not only assuage the
bias-variance dilemma introduced by the discrepancy, i.e., off-policyness, between pi and
clinicians’ behavior policy µ that actually generated the trajectories, but also enable more
efficient gradient propagation despite reward sparsity.
We implement auto-encoding sequential Monte Carlo Le et al. (2018); Igl et al. (2018) to
learn a generative model, with history dependencies regulated by an unrolled RNN. The
inferred posterior distribution over the latent environment state space is represented by
a particle filter. To pass an argument for policy learning, we aggregate information in
the particle filter into a belief state. The evidence lower bound (ELBO) to the POMDP
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modelling and the RL loss within a mini batch are integrated to update all parameters
simultaneously.
We evaluate our approach, auto-encoding heuristic search (AEHS), on a retrospective
hospital database Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care Clinical Database (MIMIC-
III) for optimizing sepsis treatment, learned from different numbers of observed patient
variables that indicate levels of data obscurity. We demonstrate that including heuristics
reduces the number of patient variables required to outperform clinicians’ behavior policy,
and that the POMDP is a more appropriate framework than MDP for patient trajectories.
2. Related Work
Earlier POMDP algorithms are built upon known model dynamics and in discrete spaces,
focusing on efficient α-vectors representations of belief value functions Cassandra et al.
(1994); Littman et al. (1995); Cassandra et al. (1997); Hauskrecht (2000); Pineau et al.
(2003); Spaan and Vlassis (2004); Smith and Simmons (2004a); Ross and Chaib-Draa (2007);
Kurniawati et al. (2008).
For unknown environments, Bayesian approaches Ross et al. (2007); Doshi-Velez et al.
(2015), active learning Doshi-Velez et al. (2012) and spectral methods Azizzadenesheli et al.
(2016) are explored for POMDPs to learn a model. Doshi-velez (2009) learns a set of infinite
hidden Markov models and iteratively updates the weight of each. These approaches are
however constrained to explicit structures of model dynamics, and are thus not scalable to
larger spaces.
To handle large or continuous spaces, Coquelin et al. (2009) represents belief state with a
weighted particle filter, and Silver and Veness (2010) with an unweighted one, both however
built upon existing environment dynamics, and omission to state uncertainty after each
transition by planning over a weighted average of the particles. Moreover, represented merely
as a vector random variable, their environment state might be hard to infer from history.
Owing to its capacity for processing sequences, RNNs are utilized in POMDPs to encode
histories to action advantages Bakker (2001), action probabilities Wierstra et al. (2007),
features in addition to latest observation and action Zhang et al. (2015), or an intermediate
layer in deep Q-networks (DQNs) Hausknecht and Stone (2015); Zhu et al. (2017).
However, back-propagation through time (BPTT) over long distances is notoriously
susceptible to gradient vanishing/exploding. Recent works have also investigated appropriate
initial states Kapturowski et al. (2019) or shortening BPTT length Trinh et al. (2018).
Alternatively, RNNs can be involved merely in an auxiliary task. Unsupervised auxiliary losses
have been demonstrated capable of finding meaningful signals from unknown environments
conducive to learning the main task Jaderberg et al. (2016). For example, the DVRL in Igl
et al. (2018) exploits auxiliary loss from sequence modelling to facilitate posterior inference,
with state representation augmented by an RNN.
We propose a novel POMDP solution. Similarly to the DVRL, we conduct belief inference
under a sequential variational model, and optimize actions in the inferred belief state. In
the meantime, we formalize an efficient search mechanism in computing gradients for value
function to improve data efficiency, and a stablized estimation of advantage function in
computing those for policy to account for both policy discrepancy and reward-sparsity.
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3. Preliminary
This section introduces recently-proposed elements that we employ to build a generative
model for a sequential system and for RL online planning. For more detailed information,
we refer readers to the original papers.
3.1. Sequential Monte Carlo & Auto-encoding
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) Doucet and Johansen (2009) is an efficient tool for performing
posterior inference in structured probabilistic models of series data.
Consider a sequence of latent variables s0:t, a sequence of observed variables o1:t, a
generative model that consists of a transition density pθ(st|s0:t−1), an observation den-
sity pθ(ot|s0:t), an initial density pθ(s0)1, characterized by parameters θ, and an encoder
parameterized by φ, qφ(st|o1:t, s0:t−1). The joint likelihood is
pθ(s0:t, o1:t) = pθ(s0)
t∏
τ=1
pθ(sτ |s0:τ−1)pθ(oτ |s0:τ ) (1)
The target posterior distribution we want to perform inference over is
pθ,φ(s0:t|o1:t) = pθ(s0)
t∏
τ=1
qφ(sτ |o1:τ , s0:τ−1) (2)
Maintaining a set of K weighted particles
〈
sk0:t, w
k
t
〉
at each time step, an unbiased
estimator of the marginal likelihood pθ,φ(o1:t) can be calculated from the weights w
1:K
1:t
pˆSMCθ,φ (o1:t;x
1:K
0:t−1, s
1:K
0:t ) =
t∏
τ=1
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wkτ
)
(3)
when the particle filter is updated by the following procedure, i.e. mutation-selection:
1) resample index xkt−1 from predecessor set xkt−1 ∼ w
xkt−1
t−1 /
∑K
i=1w
i
t−1 (selection)
2) sample new state skt ∼ qφ(·|o1:t, s
xkt−1
0:t−1)
3) update particle sk0:t ← (s
xkt−1
0:t−1, s
k
t )
4) calculate wkt =
pθ(s
k
t |s
xkt−1
0:t−1)pθ(ot|sk0:t)
qφ(s
k
t |o1:t, s
xkt−1
0:t−1)

mutation
untilK particles are updated. The posterior can be now approximated as
∑K
k=1w
k
t δsk0:t
(s0:t)/
∑K
k=1w
k
t ,
where δsk0:t
is a Dirac delta distribution concentrated at sk0:t.
Given observation o, a generator pθ(s, o) and an inference approximate qφ(s|o), the Monte
Carlo objective Mnih and Rezende (2016); Maddison et al. (2017) with K particles is a lower
1. Note we sample at t = 0 from pθ(s0) in accordance with the RL context instead of qφ(s0).
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bound to log pθ(o) according to Jensen’s inequality
log pθ(o) ≥ Es∼qφ
[
log
pθ(o|s)pθ(s)
qφ(s|o)
]
=
∫ K∏
k=1
qφ(s
k|o) log 1
K
K∑
k=1
pθ(s
k, o)
qφ(sk|o) ds
1:K (4)
Auto-encoding SMC Le et al. (2018) formalizes the ELBO objective for log pθ(o1:t)
developed based on the estimator Eq.(3) as
ELBO =
∫ ∫ K∏
k=1
pθ(s
k
0)
t∏
τ=1
K∏
k=1
qφ(s
k
τ |o1:τ , s
xkτ−1
0:τ−1)w
xkτ−1
τ−1∑K
k=1w
k
τ−1
log pˆSMCθ,φ (o1:t;x
1:K
0:t−1, s
1:K
0:t )dx
1:K
0:t−1ds
1:K
0:t
= Ex1:K0:t−1,s1:K0:t ∼QSMC
[ t∑
τ=1
log
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wkτ
)]
(5)
where QSMC is the distribution of SMC. The goal of model learning at time t, t ≥ 1 is to
maximize the lower bound to log pθ(o1:t), or minimize its negative
Lθ,φELBO = −
1
t
t∑
τ=1
log
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wkτ
)
(6)
If stationary state distribution QSMC is assumed,
∑t
τ=1 in Eq.(5) can be taken outside of
the expectation, Eq.(6) thus becomes an additive objective, allowing update using fractions
of traces.
3.2. Policy Gradient
Under an MDP framework where environment state s is fully observable, the goal of an
RL agent is to maximize the expected long-term reward, or return Rt =
∑
τ=t γ
τ−trτ ,
through optimizing a policy pi(at|st) in each state. State value under pi is defined as
V pi(s) = Epi
[∑
τ=t γ
τ−trτ |st = s
]
and state-action value as Qpi(s, a) = Epi
[∑
τ=t γ
τ−trτ |st =
s, at = a
]
. The subscript pi denotes the action at each step dictated by at ∼ pi(·|st), and the
stationary distribution over states implied accordingly.
Instead of learningQpi(s, a) which requires sufficient visits of all a ∈ A in each s, policy gra-
dient methods explicitly represent pi with parameters ω, and update them in the direction of
Epi
[∇ωV pi(s0)] = Epi[∑t=0 γt∇ω log pi(at|st, ωt)Rt] = Epi[∑t=0 γt∇ω log pi(at|st, ωt)Qpi(st, at)].
Whereas Rt based gradient estimator introduces lower bias but higher variance, function
approximation based estimator incurs lower variance but higher bias Wang et al. (2016). The
two can be combined for bias-variance trade-off by subtracting a state-dependent but action-
independent baseline vt from the state-action value estimate qt s.t. Epi
[
qt|st, at
]
= Qpi(st, at),
to assuage variance, and calculating qt from reward or trace of rewards, i.e., bootstrapping,
to reduce bias.
Classically the baseline vt is chosen as a function approximator Vκ(st) that approximates
V pi(st) Sutton and Barto (1998); Wang et al. (2016); Mnih et al. (2016); Espeholt et al.
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(2018). In this scenario, the difference is an estimate of the advantage function Api(st, at) =
Qpi(st, at) − V pi(st). The asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) Mnih et al. (2016)
proposes an on-policy estimate of the advantage function from a k-step forward-view temporal
difference (TD) residual
AˆA3C(st, at) =
k−1∑
i=0
γirt+i + γ
kVκ(st+k)− Vκ(st) (7)
The policy gradient at time t can subsequently be calculated as∇ω log pi(at|st, ωt)AˆA3C(st, at).
4. Auto-Encoding Heuristic Search
This section introduces our method of sequential environment learning and heuristics in
online planning. Pseudocode is provided in the supplementary material.
4.1. Belief Update
Generalization over belief states is more appropriate than over history trajectories as different
histories may well result in more similar beliefs. Belief at each step is determined by the
transition and observation functions of the environment from predecessor belief, latest action
and current observation
bt =
p(ot|st, at−1)
∫
p(st|st−1, at−1)bt−1dst−1∫
p(ot|st, at−1)
∫
p(st|st−1, at−1)bt−1dst−1dst
As with all posterior distributions, inference in non-trivial models require approximate
approaches, among which SMC has shown remarkable performances Doucet and Johansen
(2009); Coquelin et al. (2009); Silver and Veness (2010). Igl et al. (2018) adapted SMC to
learning belief state by incarnating the mutation step in SMC as an RNN, with another
latent random variable zt that adds stochasticity
ht = ΥRNN(ht−1, zt, at−1, ot|θ) (8)
where (zt, at−1, ot) is the input of the RNN at time t. The environment state is thereby the
assembly of both latent variables st = (ht, zt), associated with an importance weight w
k
t
that indicates how likely this particular sample is given historical trajectory.
Taking account of the RNN-boosted state representation, and the actions which are
learned by the RL agent, the auto-encoding SMC becomes a generative model whose
decoder, characterized by parameters θ, consists of the transition function pθ(zt|ht−1, at−1),
observation function pθ(ot|zt, ht−1, at−1), initial density in h space pθ(h0), and latent state
transition ΥRNN(ht−1, zt, at−1, ot|θ); and whose encoder characterized by parameters φ
qφ(zt|ht−1, at−1, ot) depends on history. The joint model likelihood conditional on actions
a0:t is
pθ(h0:t, z1:t,o1:t|a0:t) =
pθ(h0) ·
t∏
τ=1
pθ(zτ |hτ−1, aτ−1)pθ(oτ |zτ , hτ−1, aτ−1)δΥRNN(hτ−1,zτ ,aτ−1,oτ |θ)(hτ )
(9)
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where δΥRNN(hτ−1,zτ ,aτ−1,oτ |θ) represents RNN state transition density. The belief state bt is
a posterior distribution of the above model in the space of (ht, zt).
To update a particle skt = (h
k
t , z
k
t ), we first resample a predecessor from previous set h
xkt−1
t−1
according to relative importance weights. A zkt is then sampled from qφ(·|h
xkt−1
t−1 , at−1, ot)
using the reparameterization trick. Then we pass (zkt , at−1, ot) into ΥRNN whose last
state is h
xkt−1
t−1 and get the new state h
k
t , and compute corresponding w
k
t . The procedure
bt = UPDATE(bt−1, at−1, ot) is encapsulated as follows:
1) resample index xkt−1 from predecessor set xkt−1 ∼ w
xkt−1
t−1 /
∑K
i=1w
i
t−1
2) sample latent variable zkt ∼ qφ(·|h
xkt−1
t−1 , at−1, ot)
3) update RNN state hkt ← ΥRNN(h
xkt−1
t−1 , z
k
t , at−1, ot|θ)
4) calculate wkt =
pθ(z
k
t |h
xkt−1
t−1 ,at−1)pθ(ot|zkt ,h
xkt−1
t−1 ,at−1)
qφ(z
k
t |h
xkt−1
t−1 ,at−1,ot)
.〈
hkt , z
k
t , w
k
t
〉1:K
is a particle assembly representation of bt. To pass an argument to Vκ or pi
while maintaining uncertainty in st after each transition, we need to aggregate information in
the particle filter. The aggregation should be a permutation-invariant operation. Supported
by the conviction from Murphy et al. (2019) that a permutation-sensitive function trained
with permutation sampling retains tractability without notably compromising permutation
invariability, we encode each (hkt , z
k
t , w
k
t ) through the same mechanism, and use a single
permutation of the encoded features to learn the belief state. Specifically, each particle
value (hkt , z
k
t ) and feature of weight ϕ(w
k
t ) are encoded into a belief feature with shared
neural network parameters across particles, then the K belief features are further encoded
into a single belief state bt. We will use the particle filter form Pt =
〈
hkt , z
k
t , w
k
t
〉1:K
and bt
interchangeably as appropriate.
4.2. Heuristics in Online Planning
Policy gradient methods have stronger convergence guarantees than Q-learning variants
Sutton and Barto (1998) since the target policy pi and value function Vκ are updated smoothly
via stochastic gradient descent with respect to their respective loss functions. However, the
learning is potentially substantially off-policy as the target policy pi and behavior policy
µ are probably disparate. In this circumstance, bootstrapping targets after taking into
account the bias correction may account for scarce update information, detrimental to the
asymptotic performance given limited patient trajectories. While we need to keep the target
for pi bootstrapped based on previous discussion in subsection 3.2, we compute the target
for Vκ from parallel heuristic search trees. Making additional use of the generative model,
we evaluate each encountered belief state from model-reliant simulations to get an estimate
closer to its true optimal value.
We learn a target policy via a policy gradient approach, actor-critic, representing the
policy pi(at|bt, ωt) (i.e. the actor) and belief value function Vκ(bt) (i.e. the critic) as function
approximators. We will omit ω in pi to avoid clutter.
We exploit a set of parallel best-first suffix trees, both rooted at the current belief bt, to
evaluate it through simulations. We will omit subscript t in search trees because each one
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of them involves only one actual belief state from environment. The root has a depth of 0,
denoted as b0.
In each tree, we expand Ns leaf nodes, starting from b
0. bd is expanded by a look-ahead
tree policy aT that exploits the decoder of the current auto-encoding model: first sample
a subspace of the action space A, and resample nz ancestor indices xi, i = 1, . . . , nz from
Pd (i.e. selection step), then for each a ∈ A and each xi, sample a zd+1a,i according to
the transition pθ(·|hd,xi , a), and for each zd+1a,i , simulate nz,o od+1a,i,j ’s from pθ(·|zd+1a,i , hd,x
i
, a),
j = 1, . . . , nz,o. Consequently, nz · nz,o od+1a,i,j ’s will have been simulated for each a, each
associated with a belief state bd+1a,i,j = UPDATE(b
d, a, od+1a,i,j) (i.e. mutation step). Then select
immediate action that conforms with
aT (bd) = arg max
a∈A
R(bd, a) +
γ
ηd(a)
nz∑
i=1
nz,o∑
j=1
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wd+1,ka,i,j
)
Vκ
(
bd+1a,i,j
)
= arg max
a∈A
Ψ(bd, a) (10)
where R(bd, a) is the reward by choosing a in bd, and ηd(a) =
∑nz
i=1
∑nz,o
j=1
(
1
K
∑K
k=1w
d+1,k
a,i,j
)
is a normalization constant for a. Note that 1K
∑K
k=1w
d+1,k
a,i,j = pˆθ,φ(o
d+1
a,i,j |bd, a) is an unbiased
estimate Eq.(3) of the marginal likelihood starting from parent bd conditioned on action a,
assuming stationary distributions. Therefore, if all functions were perfectly represented and
approximating the exhaustion over possible successor observations by nz · nz,o samples of
od+1a,i,j , this action would become the true optimal policy for POMDPs Ross and Chaib-Draa
(2007)
pi∗(bt) = arg max
a∈A
R(bt, a) + γ
∑
ot+1
p(ot+1|bt, a)V ∗
(
τ(bt, a, ot+1)
)
(11)
where V ∗ is the true optimal value function under pi∗, and τ is the belief transition function
commensurate with our bd+1a,i,j = UPDATE(b
d, a, od+1a,i,j).
Ψ(bd, a) can be thought of as a heuristic action value function that favors high-value
weighted-average TD residuals with respect to the generative model. However, Ψ only
dictates immediate action to generate simulated experience rather than determine pi through
maximization, which is known to suffer from stability and convergence issues Maei et al.
(2009). To capture potential multi-modeness and encourage exploration, we convert the
policy in Eq.(10) in density representation with softmax
pˆi
(
aT (bd)|bd
)
=
exp
(
Ψ(bd, aT (bd))/β
)
Z(bd)
(12)
where β is a temperature parameter, Z(bd) =
∫
A exp
(
Ψ(bd, a)/β
)
da is a partition function.
After choosing aT (bd), all sampled actions other than the selected one and their children are
discarded.
Expansion of bd will therefore add nz · nz,o leaf nodes to the tree. We aim to encourage
efficient expansions so that the tree is an any-time exploration mechanism. To this end, we
propose expanding the node that contributes the largest payout to the root among all the
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leaf nodes F : the node whose value is most likely to be back-propagated to that of the root
b∗ = arg max
b∈F
γD(b)
D(b)∏
d=1
b0→b
1
ηd−1(∗)
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wd,k
)
(13)
where D(b) is the depth of b, ∗ is a shorthand for the selected action, all weights and selected
actions in question are from nodes in the path from root b0 to b.
Once all the Ns expansions have been investigated in silico, belief value estimates in the
tree vT are back-propagated in a bottom-up fashion to the root via Bellman update Sutton
and Barto (1998); Ross and Chaib-Draa (2007)
vT (bd) = R
(
bd, ∗)+ γ
ηd(∗)
nz∑
i=1
nz,o∑
j=1
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wd+1,k∗,i,j
)
Vκ
(
bd+1∗,i,j
)
(14)
∀ expanded bd. Each node then has a value backed up as the weighted sum of one-step TD
residuals from its direct children. The value estimates for the leaf nodes are provided by
Vκ. vT (bt) = vT (b0) is then the value estimated for bt from one search tree. We take the
average across Ne parallel trees
∑Ne
n v
n
T (bt)/Ne as the target for Vκ(bt), with the error loss
being the mean-squared error between the two. If the model is exact, every application of
the Bellman update makes the value estimation closer to the true optimal value Smith and
Simmons (2004b). As a result, the value estimate for the root through value back-ups vT (bt)
is closer to V ∗(bt) than Vκ(bt) is.
Gradients are only propagated from environmental interactions, not from within sim-
ulations. Therefore, the trees only provide target for Vκ. Note that the target for Vκ is
decorrelated from pi, and is instead always updated towards V ∗ with respect to current
environment model. In on-policy case, to make pi reflect Vκ, the gradients of pi should be
expressed by reward traces generated by pi, such as Eq.(7). In off-policy case, in contrast,
since the reward traces are generated by µ, both the calculation and the back-propagation
of the TD error rs + γVκ(bs+1) − Vκ(bs) at time s for estimating the advantage function
at time t should be corrected by the difference in choosing as in the two policies, or the
per-decision importance sampling (IS) ratio pi(as|bs)µ(as|bs) . To this end, analogously to the V-trace
target introduced in Espeholt et al. (2018), we estimate the off-policy advantage function as
Aˆk(bt, at) =
t+k−1∑
s=t
γs−t
( s−1∏
i=t
ci
)
δs (15)
where δs = ρs
(
rs + γVκ(bs+1) − Vκ(bs)
)
is the TD error for Vκ at time s weighed by the
truncated IS ratio ρs = min
(pi(as|bs)
µ(as|bs) , ρ
−), and ci = λmin(pi(as|bs)µ(as|bs) , c−) is a further contracted
IS ratio as is in Retrace2 Munos et al. (2016). The contractions effectively mitigate variance
in the IS ratios, for details of which we refer readers to Munos et al. (2016); Espeholt et al.
(2018). The IS ratio ρs within the definition of δs corrects bias inflicted by off-policyness,
while
∏s−1
i=t ci further reduces the impact of bias at time s on the advantage estimate at t.
2. Define
∏s−1
i=t ci = 1 when t = s.
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This is similar to the generalized advantage estimator proposed in Schulman et al. (2016),
the distinction being that we correct bias by coefficient ci instead of a constant λ.
The superscript k in Eq.(15) denotes the estimate is calculated from an up-to-k step
trace. However, as we frame the medical application as a sparse-reward situation (details
in the supplementary material), only the transitions to terminals being linked to non-zero
rewards, we back-propagate these rewards to all previous steps in each respective trajectory.
To this end, we estimate the advantage function with infinite horizon
Aˆ∞(bt, at) =
∞∑
s=t
γs−t
( s−1∏
i=t
ci
)
δs (16)
with a slight misusage of ∞ to denote the whole trajectory from t onward till the terminal3.
As such, the maximum propagation length is the length of each admission trajectory.
4.3. Learning Objective
This subsection summarizes loss functions for training parameters jointly, with derivations
spread over previous subsections. Admission trajectories are concatenated together. The
mini batch size is denoted as L.
The loss introduced by model learning is
Lθ,φELBO = −
1
L
t+L−1∑
τ=t
log
( 1
K
K∑
k=1
wkτ
)
(17)
The policy loss Lθ,φ,ωpi and the value function loss Lθ,φ,κV from RL online planning are
Lθ,φ,ωpi = −
1
L
t+L−1∑
τ=t
log pi(aτ |bτ , ωτ )Aˆ∞(bτ , aτ ) (18)
Lθ,φ,κV =
1
L
t+L−1∑
τ=t
( 1
Ne
Ne∑
n
vnT (bτ )− Vκ(bτ )
)2
(19)
A policy entropy bonus could be imposed to mitigate premature policy convergence like in
A3C
Lθ,φ,ωH = −
1
L
t+L−1∑
τ=t
∫
pi(a|bτ ) log pi(a|bτ )da (20)
Moreover, we estimate the behavior policy µ also from a neural network, parameterized
by ζ, the error loss being the negative loss probability of the actual behavior
Lθ,φ,ζµ = −
1
L
t+L−1∑
τ=t
logµ(aτ |bτ , ζτ ) (21)
The overall loss at update time t is the sum of Lθ,φELBO, Lθ,φ,ωpi , Lθ,φ,κV , Lθ,φ,ωH and Lθ,φ,ζµ
rescaled by relative weights, which are hyperparameters. Note the overall loss is only
computed from one thread.
3. We do not guarantee computation efficiency and storage with gradients propagated through full trajectory
for longer episodes. As we are dealing with critical care data, patient trajectories are relatively short.
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5. Experiments
We test our method on a retrospective critical care dataset, MIMIC-III, where we treat each
admission as an episode. Please see the supplementary material for more information on the
cohort. One of our baselines is clinicians’ behavior policy µ, which we evaluate on-policy as
the average empirical return of the test set. Further, to single out the advantage of involving
heuristics in online planning, we compare AEHS to AE+A2C, our sequential generative
model for POMDP with original synchronous A3C, or A2C, parallel workers. For AE+A2C
we split all training steps (roughly) evenly into Ne groups without breaking episodes. We
also compare to when the patient-clinician interactions are modelled as MDPs by simplifying
our generative model accordingly and interpolating missing data.
We use RMSProp Tieleman and Hinton (2012) as the optimizer with shared statistics
across threads. The discount factor in RL is γ = 0.99. We set the population size of the
particle filter K = 15 and the number of threads Ne = 16 for both AEHS and AE+A2C,
the times of expansions Ns = 20 and mini batch size L = 10 for AEHS, and the temporal
component of batch size for AE+A2C also L = 10, leading to a total batch size of L×Ne.
In both contestants the TD errors are back-propagated over full trajectories. Note this
is different in the original A2C implementation where the bootstrapped length is upper
bounded by the number of steps run ahead L. This way one could maximally single out the
effect of heuristic search. Please see the supplementary material for implementation details.
Learning curve visualizations are averaged over 10 training instances, each consisting
of 5 epochs of random shuffles of all patient admissions in the training set. Shaded areas
represent standard deviations.
The evaluation of our learned policy pi(at|bt, ω) using sequences generated by µ(at|bt)
is an instance of off-policy policy evaluation (OPPE). We implement weighted importance
sampling (WIS) Sutton and Barto (1998) as a means to correct discrepancies between
the probabilities of a trajectory under the two policies considering episodic tasks. The
per-trajectory IS weight is defined as Wn =
∏Tn−1
t=0
pi(at|bt,ω)
µ(at|bt) , the WIS return of a dataset is
estimated as RWIS =
∑N
n WnRn∑N
n Wn
, where Rn is the empirical return of trajectory n. IS weights
Wn notoriously suffer from high variance, especially when pi is significantly dissimilar to
µ. This is detrimental, since trajectories corresponding to extremely small weights would
effectively be ignored in evaluating the whole dataset.
Some works Hanna et al. (2017); Liu et al. (2018) have been dedicated to stable OPPE
approaches. As the method for policy optimization is orthogonal to that for policy evaluation,
and our major investigation is in the former, we simply clip each Wn into [W−,W−] as
in Jagannatha et al. (2018). We show with bootstrapping estimates in the supplementary
material confidence bounds of OPPE, that with higher truncation levels, the variance in
WIS returns is lower, but the policy we end up evaluating deviates more from the actual pi
and more towards µ.
5.1. Overall Performance
To see our robustness to data obscurity as well as to justify the incorporation of heuristics,
we choose from the set of 48 patient variables 35 and then from them, 20 patient variables
as observations. For all of the three sets of observations, we first model the trajectories
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: (a) Validations on the test set, with parameters trained from different numbers
of observed patient variables as an indicator of partial observability, and from
corresponding sets of patient variables while assuming full observability. Results
shown are the OPPE outcome of current parameters every training iteration. (b)
Influence of the number of expansions in each tree search. (c) Action updates in a
single belief, when actions in search trees are dictated by pi or pˆi. Negative actions
during test are truncated at 0.
as POMDPs and implement AEHS and AE+A2C respectively. Missing data are not
interpolated for POMDPs. Then for the same three sets of observations, we use MDP
model and apply to them the AEHS substituting the auto-encoding SMC with a conditional
variational auto-encoder pθ(o0), pθ(ot|zt, ot−1, at−1) and qφ(zt|ot, ot−1, at−1), that directly
maps ot−1, at−1 into ot. Missing data are linearly interpolated in MDPs4. After each training
iteration (i.e. L steps), the model and RL agent is validated on the test set, with each
per-trajectory IS weight clipped into [1e− 30, 1e4].
Results in Figure 1 (a) show that, modelling as MDPs is more susceptible to the number of
patient variables involved and consistently yields poorer performances despite the observation
dimensionality than modelling as POMDPs, vindicating that patient-clinician interactions
are de facto POMDPs. Moreover, as the incompleteness of observations increases in POMDP
framework, both AEHS and AE+A2C learn worse, but AEHS deteriorates slightly less than
AE+A2C, and learns faster and better across all three cases. The horizontal line manifests
the on-policy policy evaluation result of clinicians’ behavior policy. We note that, given
limited trajectories, upon convergence AE+A2C ceases to surpass clinical baseline at 35
patient variables, while AEHS ceases to do so at 20 patient variables. In the supplementary
material we show that with 48 patient variables, the 95% confidence lower bound on the
WIS return of the test set under this specific truncation level of IS weights is 7.030, while
the average empirical return per trajectory under µ is 4.867.
5.2. Efficiency of Heuristics
To test whether our heuristics are applied efficiently, we first investigate the influence of the
number of node expansions Ns in each suffix tree. As is shown in Figure 1 (b), increasing Ns
does not dramatically boost performance. This is because the trees are best-first: Eq.(13)
4. Binary variables in MDPs are interpolated with sample-and-hold.
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always selects the most influential node to expand, implying that there is no need to expand
many more nodes to evaluate the root.
We then track the action values, dosages of vasopressor and of intravenous fluid, in a
single belief of a single training instance. Specifically, we compare how the target policy
pi is updated and how the look-ahead policy pˆi would appear when selecting actions aT
by pi or pˆi respectively during tree explorations, as real actions are unanimously dictated
by µ. The results visualized in Figure 1 (c) suggest that, pˆi tends to update ahead of pi
like a precursor, and updates more stably on the whole. In addition, pi is able to update
faster when simulations are dictated by pˆi than by pi. This is because pˆi accounts for more
information for planning than pi by probing into the values of multiple reachable belief states.
Expanding the suffix trees with pˆi therefore helps with the efficiency of finding a target for
Vκ that is closer to V
∗.
6. Conclusion
We propose a novel POMDP approach to optimizing sepsis treatment from a retrospective
critical care database. To encourage belief inference, we build an auto-encoding SMC and
incorporate the ELBO as an auxiliary loss. Secondly, we propose a heuristic planning
architecture that exploits best-first suffix trees to improve data efficiency. Thirdly, lagged
learning effect induced from reward sparsity is mitigated by back-propagating over full
trajectories, alongside an off-policy estimate of policy gradient is devised with bias correction
and variance control. Our experimental results demonstrate that, 1) POMDP is indeed a
more appropriate model for patient-clinician interactions than MDP, 2) our approach is able
to surpass clinicians’ baseline by a remarkable margin with high probability in OPPE terms,
and 3) our heuristics in tree policy and nodes to expand consistently improves planning
performance and data efficiency.
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Appendix A. Implementation
We approximate transition density pθ(zt|ht−1, at−1), encoder qφ(zt|ht−1, at−1, ot) and decoder pθ(ot|zt, ht−1, at−1)
both as multivariate Gaussian distributions, each by two fully connected layers and two separate
fully connected output layers for the mean and the variance respectively.
All a and o are encoded before passing into a network: a is encoded by one fully connected layer
of size 64, and o by two fully connected layers. Multiple inputs are concatenated as one vector. All
covariance matrices are diagonal.
For actor-critic we use one fully connected layer followed by three output fully connected layers:
one for the value function of size 1, one for the policy mean and the other for the policy variance,
both of size 2. The behavior policy is also a fully connected layer followed by a layer for the mean
and the other layer for variance.
To aggregate information in the particle filter, we first encode each weight by one fully connected
layer of size 64, and encode the corresponding particle value and the feature of weight into a belief
feature by two fully connected layers. The K belief features are then concatenated and encoded by a
fully connected output layer in b space. All network weights are shared across particles.
z, h and b all have a dimension of 128. All other fully connected layers have a size of 128 if not
specified otherwise. RNNs are gated recurrent units (GRUs). All hidden layers are activated by
rectified linear units (ReLUs). All network weights are initialized using orthogonal initializer. Batch
normalization is not implemented.
We use RMSProp with shared statistics across threads as the optimizer which works well with
RNNs. Momentum is not considered. The decay factor in RMSProp is α = 0.99. Gradients are
truncated at the norm of 0.5. The relative weights for Lθ,φ,κV and Lθ,φ,ωH are set to 0.5 and 0.01 as in
A3C, the weight for Lθ,φELBO is 0.1.
Our hyperparameters under tuning include learning rate ([1e − 5, 1e − 3] log uniform) and
regularization factor ε in RMSProp ([1e− 5, 1e− 1] log uniform).
Appendix B. Patient Variables
Table 1: 48 patient variables involved as observations. C: continuous/multi-valued, B: binary.
Category Items Type
Demographics
age (in days) C
gender B
weight (kg) C
readmission to intensive care B
elixhauser score (premorbid status) C
Vital signs
SOFA (based on current step) C
SIRS C
Glasgow coma scale C
heart rate C
systolic blood pressure C
diastolic blood pressure C
mean blood pressure C
shock index C
respiratory rate C
SpO2 C
temperature C
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Ventilation parameters
mechanical ventilation B
FiO2 C
Laboratory values
potassium C
sodium C
chloride C
magnesium C
calcium C
ionized calcium C
carbon dioxide C
glucose C
BUN C
creatinine C
SGOT C
SGPT C
total bilirubin C
albumin C
hemoglobin C
white blood cells count C
platelets count C
PTT C
PT C
INR C
pH C
PaO2 C
PaCO2 C
base excess C
bicarbonate C
lactate C
Fluid balance
urine output (over 4h) C
accumulated fluid balance since admission C
Other interventions
renal replacement therapy B
sedation B
Appendix C. Cohort
C.1. Cohort Selection
Our cohort is a retrospective database, Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care Clinical Database
(MIMIC-III) Johnson et al. (2017) that contains de-identified health-related records of patients during
their stays in a hospital ICU. We investigate the treatment optimization for sepsis, to which standard
approach in current medical guidance lacks. We include data based on the same conditions as
Komorowski et al. (2018), selecting adult patients in the MIMIC-III database who conform to the
international consensus sepsis-3 criteria Singer et al. (2016), excluding admissions in which treatment
was withdrawn or mortality was not documented. For all patients, data are extracted from up to 24
hours preceding, and until up to 48 hours ensuing the estimated onset of sepsis, to which the time
series are aligned. Time series are temporally discretized with 4-hour intervals, resulting in 18, 914
ICU admissions or 251, 843 steps in total. 2, 000 admissions are randomly sampled and excluded
from training for evaluation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: Histograms on bootstrap samples of WIS return of test set. (a) when per-trajectory
IS weights clipped to [1e− 30, 1e4]. (b) when per-trajectory IS weights clipped to
[1e− 20, 1e3]
C.2. Data Extraction
The treatments and patient variables to consider are also identical to those in Komorowski et al.
(2018), recounted here for completeness, with value continuities retained. Our action space consists of
the maximum dose of vasoppressors administered and the total volume of intravenous fluids injected
over each 4h time bin. The vasopressors include norepinephrine, epinephrine, vasopressin, dopamine
and phenylephrine, and are converted to norepinephrine-equivalent with dose correspondence Brown
et al. (2013). The intravenous fluids include boluses and background infusions of crystalloids, colloids
and blood products, normalized by tonicity. Both actions are continuous. We model both pi and µ as
Gaussian distributions. The output of each of the two policy networks contains two separate layers,
one for the mean, one for the variance, both are two dimensional.
A table of the 48 continuous or binary patient variables we assume to be of interest is given in
Supp. Table 1. Notice that not all 48 variables are available at each and all of the steps due to lower
frequency or failure to record. We do not interpolate those missing data, treating them instead as
part of partial observability of the task.
The single goal in the POMDP is survival. Transitions to the terminal discharge without deceasing
in 90 days are rewarded by +10, those to the terminal death, either in-hospital or 90 days from
discharge, are penalized by −10. No intermediate reward is set so as to encourage learning from
scratch.
C.3. Data Preprocessing
For measurements among the extracted 48 patient variables with multiple records within a 4h time
bin, records are averaged (e.g. heart rate) or summed (e.g. urine output) as appropriate. All
observation and action values are normalized between [0, 1], action values for both drugs are then
converted to a← a0.3 to dilate small values because smaller dosages are selected more frequently by
clinicians in respective range and we want to capture nuances.
Appendix D. Further OPPE
As the method for policy optimization is orthogonal to that for policy evaluation, and our major
investigation is in the former, we simply clip each Wn into [W−,W−] to reduce variance. More
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truncation results in lower variance, at the cost of ending up evaluating an in-between policy that is
less like pi but more like µ.
We exemplify two sets of truncation thresholds, [1e− 30, 1e4] and [1e− 20, 1e3] to show the trend.
To capture variance, we estimate WIS return of the test set through bootstrapping, resampling from
the set 2, 000 times, resulting in 2, 000 bootstrap estimates. Each estimate is the result of applying
WIS to the resampled trajectories. The histograms of the estimates are shown in Supp. Figure 1,
together with the 95% confidence lower bound and the value of the behavior policy Rµ = 1N
∑N
n Rn.
In both cases, the 95% confidence lower bounds of pi value exceed the value of µ by considerable
margins.
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Appendix E. Pseudocode
Algorithm 1 Heuristic search tree T (Pt, bt)
P∗ ← Pt, b∗ ← bt, d← 0F ← ø
for s = 1, . . . , Ns do
sample a subspace A
sample ancestor indices x1:nz from P∗
for a ∈ A do
for i = 1, . . . , nz do
sample zd+1a,i ∼ pθ(·|hd,x
i
, a)
for j = 1, . . . , nz,o do
sample od+1a,i,j ∼ pθ(·|zd+1a,i , hd,x
i
, a)
Pd+1a,i,j , bd+1a,i,j ← UPDATE(P∗, a, od+1a,i,j)
end
end
Ψ(b∗, a)← R(b∗, a) + γ
ηd(a)
∑nz
i=1
∑nz,o
j=1
(
1
K
∑K
k=1w
d+1,k
a,i,j
)
Vκ
(
bd+1a,i,j
)
end
pˆi(a|b∗)← exp
(
Ψ(b∗,a)/β
)
∫
A exp
(
Ψ(b∗,a′)/β
)
da′
aT (b∗) ∼ pˆi(·|b∗)
F ← F ∪ {bd+1i,j,aT (b∗),∀i, j}
if s < Ns then
b∗ ← arg maxb∈F γD(b)
∏D(b)
d=1
b0→b
1
ηd−1(∗)
(
1
K
∑K
k=1w
d,k
)
d← depth of b∗
P∗ ← where b∗ is extracted
end
end
vT (b)← Vκ(b) ∀ b ∈ F
for d =
(
maxb∈F D(b)− 1
)
, . . . , 0 do
for each expanded bd do
vT (bd)← R
(
bd, ∗)+ γ
ηd(∗)
∑nz
i=1
∑nz,o
j=1
(
1
K
∑K
k=1w
d+1,k
∗,i,j
)
Vκ
(
bd+1∗,i,j
)
end
end
Output: vT (b0)
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Algorithm 2 AEHS
initialize θ, φ, κ, ω, ζ
concatenate epochs of shuffled admission trajectories
o0 ← first observation
P0, b0 ← INIT(o0)
t← 0
repeat
Lθ,φELBO, Lθ,φ,κV , Lθ,φ,ωpi , Lθ,φ,ωH ,Lθ,φ,ζµ ← 0
tstart ← t
for τ = t, . . . , (t+ L− 1) do
Lθ,φELBO− = log
(
1
K
∑
k w
k
τ
)
for n = 1, . . . , Ne (compute in parallel) do
vnT (bτ )← T
(Pτ , bτ)
end
Lθ,φ,κV + =
(∑Ne
n v
n
T (bτ )/Ne − Vκ(bτ )
)2
if τ == last nonterminal step in current trajectory then
Aˆ∞ ← 0
for i = τ, . . . , tstart do
δi ← ρi
(
ri + γVκ(bi+1)− Vκ(bi)
)
,
(
δτ ← ρτ (rτ − Vκ(bτ ))
)
Aˆ∞ ← γciAˆ∞ + δi
Lθ,φ,ωpi − = log pi(ai|bi)Aˆ∞
Lθ,φ,ωH − =
∫
pi(a|bi) log pi(a|bi)da
Lθ,φ,ζµ − = logµ(ai|bi)
end
tstart ← τ + 1
Pτ+1, bτ+1 ← INIT(oτ+1)
else
Pτ+1, bτ+1 ← UPDATE(Pτ , aτ , oτ+1)
end
end
for s = (t+ L), . . . , last nonterminal step in current trajectory do
, bs ← UPDATE(Ps−1, as−1, os)
end
Aˆ∞ ←∑∞s=t+L γs−t−L(∏s−1i=t+L ci)δs
for i = (t+ L− 1), . . . , tstart do
δi ← ρi
(
ri + γVκ(bi+1)− Vκ(bi)
)
Aˆ∞ ← γciAˆ∞ + δi
Lθ,φ,ωpi − = log pi(ai|bi)Aˆ∞
Lθ,φ,ωH − =
∫
pi(a|bi) log pi(a|bi)da
Lθ,φ,ζµ − = logµ(ai|bi)
end
L ←∑ rescale(Lθ,φELBO, Lθ,φ,κV , Lθ,φ,ωpi , Lθ,φ,ωH ,Lθ,φ,ζµ )/L
update θ, φ, κ, ω, ζ with ∇(L)
t← t+ L
until converged
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Algorithm 3 Belief state initialization INIT(o0)
for k = 1, . . . ,K do
sample h ∼ pθ(h0), a ∼ random
sample zkt ∼ qφ(·|h, a, o0)
hkt ← ΥRNN(h, zkt , a, ot|θ)
wkt ← pθ(z
k
t |h,a)pθ(o0|zkt ,h,a)
qφ(z
k
t |h,a,o0)
insert
〈
hkt , z
k
t , w
k
t
〉
into Pt
end
aggregate information in Pt into bt
Output: Pt, bt
Algorithm 4 Belief transition UPDATE
(Pt−1, at−1, ot)
for k = 1, . . . ,K do
sample xkt−1 ∼ w
xkt−1
t−1 /
∑
iw
i
t−1
sample zkt ∼ qφ(·|h
xkt−1
t−1 , at−1, ot)
hkt ← ΥRNN(h
xkt−1
t−1 , z
k
t , at−1, ot|θ)
wkt ← pθ(z
k
t |h
xkt−1
t−1 ,at−1)pθ(ot|zkt ,h
xkt−1
t−1 ,at−1)
qφ(z
k
t |h
xkt−1
t−1 ,at−1,ot)
insert
〈
hkt , z
k
t , w
k
t
〉
into Pt
end
aggregate information in Pt into bt
Output: Pt, bt
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